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OPA/RPA Review of NREL’s LA100 Study 
The OPA commissioned the Brattle Group to assist in

monitoring and developing a review of the NREL LA100 study.
This presentation summarizes the discussion draft of this

review.
The final version of this review will be presented to the

DWP Board.
Background on the LA100 study:
The focus was on impacts from 2020 to 2045. The OPA

review looks at 5 year steps 2025-45.
The LA100 cost estimates are for the power sector.  While

LA100 included the cost of providing power for
transportation and building electrification, the cost of
electrifying transportation and buildings is not included.
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Power Industry Investment Timeline 
You need to be building now what you expect to

need by the end of the 5 years, or be contracted
with others to do so.

You need to be finalizing plans now for what you
hope to build or contract in 5 to 10 years.

You plan for the period beyond 10 years, but
recognize the uncertainties in those plans.
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 This presentation was prepared for the City of Los Angeles (LA), Office of Public Accountability/Ratepayer Advocate
(OPA/RPA) for discussion purposes. All results and any errors are the responsibility of the authors and do not represent
the opinion of The Brattle Group (Brattle) or its clients.

 The analyses that we provide here are necessarily based on assumptions with respect to conditions that may exist or
events that may occur in the future. Most of these assumptions are based on publicly-available data, including the
LA100 Study, study data, and report developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) for the Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP). Brattle and OPA/RPA are aware that there is no guarantee that the
assumptions and methodologies used will prove to be correct or that the forecasts will match actual results of
operations. Our analysis, and the assumptions used, are also dependent upon future events that are not within our
control or the control of any other person, and do not account for certain regulatory uncertainties. Actual future
results may differ, perhaps materially, from those indicated. Brattle does not make, nor intends to make, nor should
anyone infer, any representation with respect to the likelihood of any future outcome, can not, and does not, accept
liability for losses suffered, whether direct or consequential, arising out of any reliance on our analysis. While the
analysis that Brattle is providing may assist OPA/RPA and others in rendering informed views of how LA can advance
towards a 100% clean energy system, it is not meant to be a substitute for the exercise of their own business
judgments.

Disclaimer

brattle.com | iDiscussion Draft
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 Pathways = 4 scenarios and 3 demand projections (and electrification levels)
– All pathways can achieve 100% clean energy by 2045 while maintaining reliability.

LA 100 Study and Nine Pathways

Discussion Draft brattle.com | ii

Modest 
scenario

Aggressive 
scenario

Modest 
electrification

Higher 
electrification

See slide 5 of full presentation. 6



 Focus on avoidable GHG reduction, including weighing the costs and benefits of decarbonizing the power vs other sectors.
– Higher electrification shows larger benefits but cost (and pace) of electrification is an uncertainty.

 Focus on the near-term (through 2030 or 2035) with less uncertainty in pathways and costs.
– Focus on proven technology with well understood costs while keeping options open.
– Identify no-regret investments and those with longer lead time.
– Transmission provides optionality in both the short- and long-term while contributing to environmental justice (utility-scale renewables

enabled by transmission typically costs less (on a $/MWh basis) while providing benefits to ALL customers.
 Re-develop a plan for increasing renewables at the preferred pace for the next 10 to 15 years.

– Revisit goal. What does 100% mean? Is it more important than the economy-wide GHG reduction or estimated health benefits?
Observe changes in load (projection, profiles etc.) as they can impact investment decisions, particularly timing.

– Identify areas where additional incentives are needed. This is not limited to economic benefits and includes social equity.

Recommendations

Discussion Draft brattle.com | xiSee slides 66 through 68 of full presentation. 7



 Significant GHG reduction occurs in the first ten years (through 2030).
– Largest reduction is from eliminating coal-fueled generation.

GHG Emissions by Pathways

Discussion Draft brattle.com | iiiSee slide 27 of full presentation.

LA 100 Study looks at:
- Direct combustion

related GHG emission
from power sector

- Indirect GHG emission
from power sector

- Total GHG emission from
power and other sectors
(buildings and
transportation sectors of
electrified load)
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 Costs grow exponentially in future years (after 2030).
– <25% through 2030, <50% (2x of costs through 2030) through 2035. More than half of all costs in the last ten years (2035-2045).

Costs by Pathways - 1/2

Discussion Draft brattle.com | ivSee slide 16 of full presentation. 9



 Electrification of other sectors reduce more GHG for lower incremental costs.
– Study does not account for the cost of electrification but includes the cost of serving the newly electrified load.

Benefits of Electrification - 1/2

Discussion Draft brattle.com | viSee slides 41 through 44 of full presentation. Slide 41 is shown above. 10



 Load projection has varied year to year, and their accuracy is not guaranteed.  
– Rate uncertainty associated with scenarios and realized loads are of similar levels of magnitude.  

Uncertainties - 1/3 

Discussion Draft brattle.com | viii See slide 46 through 55 of full presentation. Slides 49 and 53 are shown above.  11



 Assumptions for load and future generation costs are uncertainties. 
– Load factor (average load / peak load) is higher than historical observations, potentially leading to lower flexibility needs, lower 

renewable curtailments, and lower cost estimates. 

Uncertainties - 2/3 

Discussion Draft brattle.com | ix See slides 54 through 57 of full presentation. Slides 54 and 56 are shown above. 12



 Uncertainties associated with timing of investments for future generation. 
– Adoption rate and timing of new technologies, including electrification (of building and transportation sectors) and distributed energy 

resources by customers, will impact LADWP’s planning.  

Uncertainties - 3/3 

Discussion Draft brattle.com | x See slides 58 through 62 of full presentation. Slides 59 and 62 are shown above. 13



 

OPA Conclusions 
LADWP is committed and working hard to eliminate its

last coal generation by 2025.
The most important keys to success are outside

LADWP, in transportation and building electrification.
LADWP’s system needs to be strengthened and stay

flexible to manage:
ever higher levels of clean resources and
serve evolving, uncertain levels of electricity use,
while avoiding early over-commitment to technologies

whose cost and performance changes may be
extremely large.
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SUPPLEMENTAL SLIDES 
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Full Report

Discussion Draft brattle.com | xiiSee full presentation. 16



 Clean energy target (GHG emission reduction) is mostly achieved in the first half (through 2030/2035)
– Cost estimates for the first 15 years (2021-2035) is less than the cost estimates for the last 10 years (2036-2045).

Summary of LA 100 Results - 1/2

Discussion Draft brattle.com | viiSee slide 8 of full presentation. 17



 Electrification of other sectors (building and transportation) provides significantly higher GHG emission reduction.
– High Load pathways (higher electrification) provides 1.5x of GHG emission reduction compared to Moderate Load pathways. 

Summary of LA 100 Results - 2/2

Discussion Draft brattle.com | viiSee slide 9 of full presentation. 18



 Health benefits are correlated more with electrification levels than scenarios. 
– Higher electrification increases health benefits by more than 50% (and is consistent among scenarios).

Benefits of Electrification - 2/2

Discussion Draft brattle.com | viiSee slide 10 of full presentation. 19



 CapEx/OpEx split is roughly 20% CapEx and 80% OpEx. 
– 2/3 of OpEx is renewable PPAs.
– Renewable-fueled CTs: ~60% of CapEx (investment amounts vary between ~$6 - $19 billion by pathway), and 1-6% of OpEx
– Transmission: ~40% of CapEx (investment amounts are constant among pathway—with the exception of Transmission Focus pathways).

Costs by Pathways - 2/2

Discussion Draft brattle.com | vSee slides 20 and 26 of full presentation. 20
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